A FTER S UCCESS O F D EBUT S AVE T HE S N AIL A LDA G AMES
B RINGS A NOTH ER G AME – W ORLD O F C H EESE
06.12.2013 ǀ Brno, Czech Republic
Studio Alda Games entered the gaming world with
highly positive rated game Save the Snail. Not much time
has passed and enthusiasts from Brno are proud to
announce their next mobile game – World of Cheese. It
is a puzzle adventure designed for tablets and
smartphones powered by iOS and Android.
World of Cheese is natural result of the ambitious efforts
of developers from Alda Games to become popular on
the local and international market of the mobile
entertainment. Ales Kriz is clear about this:
“Our debut Save the Snail received positive feedback not only in Czech or Slovak Republic,
but also in Germany, USA, Spain and several Asian countries as well. This is a clear signal to
us that mission to attract gamers is completed successfully. And I am sure World of Cheese
is going to continue in current trend.”
World of Cheese is a game where player takes the role of a brave little mouse to save his
loved ones against starvation. He is forced to enter into the mysterious house full of puzzles.
Player must solve them to take a reward – piece of cheese snacks which helps to feed all
mice.
Player will explore 35 levels in 7
different locations where using of
logical thinking, understanding of
broader contexts and alternative
view on simple things is must.
Finding a cheese is not the only
goal. Using as low taps as is
possible is needed to reach the
highest positions in Top Players
chart. As the main gamedesigner
Katerina Zaleska states:
“We want to continue in the Snail line, so we have created a puzzle game which can reach
the widest possible audience. That is the reason for the “cartoon” graphics and we put
accent also on sound side of the game. And we would be very satisfied if the game will
teach something new, at least the youngest players.”
Katerina refers to levels where the player must, for example, work with a world map or
solve math problems. But it is important to add, the game is designed primary for
entertaining the whole family.
World of Cheese was developed using the Unity Game Engine. The title is localized into
Czech, German, English and soon will be available also Spanish version. The game is

available in AppStore (you can click here) and the Android version is ready to download
from Google Play here.
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